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1- The role of taxis within Buenos Aires mobility system

2- Institutional framework 

3- Crises and perspectives

4- Case studies on new services





medio físico



Crecimiento mancha urbana . 1782 a 1910. A través de ferrocarril y el tranvía



The taxi within Buenos Aires

• 39.000 licences (25.000 in the ’80), 

• 2.800.000 p. (+ 9 for neighbouring municipalities)

• Over 20.000.000 tr/day, 1.000.000 taxi (same as subway)

• Economic crises, sector bottle-necks, big potential

• 2/3 on GNC

• 2/3 on radio





Mobility trends and governance

• A modal split where car is growing 

• Federal regulation, no metropolitan transportation agency

• Private provision of buses, train and subway

• Taxis are the only service entirely on city jurisdiction

• On the one hand tightly regulated (supply, industrial relations), on
the other not enough (credit lines)



Taxi governance

• Licences and cars are controled by a third party

• Statistical information based on supply, not on demand

• Taxi is not taken seriously enough (e.g. the last regional study)

• New modaliies are not even acknowledged



Economic Crises 2001/2002

• Recession (a severe shortage of passengers)

• Devaluation (1 peso x dollar à 3 peso x dollar)

• Cumulated debts, outdated fares

• Irregular licences, unfair competition

• Safety

• Public transportation shortcomings



Governance

• Taxi commission

• Fare calculation model (developed with taxi associations and
consumers) 

• A new approach to fare payment

• Licence regularisation



Governance: 

• Mobility pact

• Wider mobility issues

• 28 institutions

• Priority for public transportation

• A step towards a metropolitan agency

• Medium, long term plan



A pilot experience 

• travels on demand for social reasons

• agreed on the commission

• tested in a crises, after a discotheque fire

• thousands of travels

• positive but not followed up 



Policy options must be product of dialogue and not  technocratic impositions.  
They must also be above specific group’s interests. 

It is the task of the government to recognize and incorporate the new ideas 
into the planning of transportation. This commitment supposes to reach 
consensus and to accept common principles and objectives.

The future agenda should include it as steps of consultation mechanisms for a 
metropolitan authority.

It should also include the promotion of committees with more continuity on 
time, studies of quality of service, evaluation of cost and fees, stimulation to 
academic production and better social orientation of taxis as a public service.






	

